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Abstract—This paper presents a newly developed 3-Dimensional
(3-D) simulation system for Moving Mask Deep X-ray Lithography
(M2

DXL) technique, and its validation. The simulation system
named X-ray Lithography Simulation System for 3-Dimensional
Fabrication (X3D) is tailored to simulate a fabrication process of
3-D microstructures byM2

DXL. X3D consists of three modules:
mask generation, exposure and resist development (hereafter de-
velopment). The exposure module calculates a dose distribution in
resist using an X-ray mask pattern and its movement trajectory.
The dose is then converted to a resist dissolution rate. The devel-
opment module adopted the “Fast Marching Method” technique to
calculate the 3-D dissolution process and resultant 3-D microstruc-
tures. This technique takes into account resist dissolution direction
that is required by 3-D X-ray lithography simulation. The compar-
ison between simulation results and measurements of “stairs-like”
dose deposition pattern by M2

DXL showed that X3D correctly
predicts the 3-D dissolution process of exposed PMMA. [1474]

Index Terms—Microfabrication, simulation, three-dimensional
(3-D), X-ray lithography.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE LIGA process employs Deep X-Ray Lithography
(DXRL) to produce metal or plastic microstructures

that feature sizes down to 0.1 . In order to realize such a
microstructure, a thick resist is first exposed to Synchrotron
Radiation (SR) through an X-ray mask and the exposed
resist is developed. By combining DXRL with subsequent
electroplating and molding, replication of the fabricated mi-
crostructures in various materials such as plastics, metals and
ceramics become possible. Conventional DXRL is good at
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fabricating microstructures with vertical sidewalls and high-as-
pect ratio microstructures. However, this technique has very
limited controllability of the cross-sectional shape of three-di-
mensional (3-D) microstructures. In order to apply DXRL to
various fields such as microsensors, microactuators and MEMS
devices, more flexible and precise controllability of the 3-D
microstructure is demanded. To address these requirements,
several techniques have been proposed such as Moving Mask
Deep X-ray Lithography ( ) technique [1], its extension
[2] and inclined exposure technique [3]. technique
shown in Fig. 1 is one of the highly promising 3-D X-ray
lithography techniques to realize 3-D microstructures with free
shaped and inclined walls [1], [4], [5]. In , the 3-D
microstructure is defined by an X-ray mask trajectory and the
resultant dose distribution in resist.

On the other hand, very little attention has been paid to
“3-D” X-ray lithography simulation in these techniques. Meyer
et al. [6] have focused on the determination of an optimal set
of parameters for an X-ray lithography beamline and resist
development (hereafter development) condition. Griffiths et
al. [7] have studied the dose distribution near an X-ray mask
absorber edge due to photoelectron dose and the effects of
this distribution on the 2-D time series of development profile
with analytical and numerical methods. Hagouel [8] models
theoretically the development process of X-ray lithography and
he solved the Hamilton–Jacobi equation by applying ray tracing
techniques. However, there is little adaptability for 3-D X-ray
lithography techniques because these studies do not cover 3-D
geometrical aspects in the simulation. Another study on 3-D
development simulation developed by Bollepalli et al. [9] has
targeted a thin resist geometry handling since this investigation
was motivated by microelectronics manufacturing. Conse-
quently, there has been no study of 3-D simulation system
that covers the complete process of 3-D X-ray lithography
technique including both X-ray exposure and development
process of 3-D microstructures as time series.

We have reported in previous work [10] that the dose distribu-
tion in resist and the resist dissolution direction are not sufficient
to correctly calculate a 3-D dissolution process and resultant
3-D microstructures. Therefore, our target simulation system
necessarily should take into account an X-ray exposure with

technique and a development process. Based on this
consideration, an X-ray lithography simulation system named
X-ray Lithography Simulation System for 3-Dimensional Fab-
rication (X3D) was newly developed [11]. X3D calculates the
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Fig. 1. Concept of M DXL.

Fig. 2. Data flow in X3D.

propagation of the dissolution front and resist dissolution direc-
tion as required for 3-D X-ray lithography simulation. There-
fore, X3D enabled to simulate the 3-D dissolution process and
resultant 3-D microstructures. In this respect, our simulation
system differs from previously reported X-ray lithography sim-
ulation. From these viewpoints, X3D is tailored to simulate the
fabrication process of 3-D microstructures using and
its capabilities are fundamental to put in practical use.
Furthermore, the newly developed X3D enables us to fabricate
rapid prototyping of 3-D microstructures and greatly save time
and cost for product development. This paper presents the in-de-
tail structure of X3D, components and algorithm for develop-
ment time series simulation to predict 3-D microstructures, and
the verification of simulation results.

II. DESCRIPTION OF X3D

A. Architecture of X3D

X3D for consists of three modules shown in Fig. 2:
mask generation, exposure and development. The parameters of
the SR source and the beamline, the X-ray mask layout data, the
multiple stage system movement data, and experimental resist
dissolution rate data are major inputs in this simulation system.
The mask generation module can interface to multiple CAD

database formats such as GDS-II and CIF. The exposure module
models the X-ray lithography beamline components (filters and
an X-ray mask), as well as X-ray mask movement on the mul-
tiple stage system. Here, transmission and absorption values of
filter and X-ray mask materials required for dose calculation are
retrieved from an optical properties database in X3D. To find out
the resist dissolution rate at some location, X3D first calculates
dose and then converts this dose to a rate by means of exper-
imentally measured dose dissolution rate relationship. The de-
velopment module adopted the Fast Marching Method [12], as
described later in 3.3 to calculate the resultant 3-D microstruc-
ture based on the experimental resist dissolution rate.

All of X3D’s results, such as X-ray spectra in resist and dose
distribution for any spatial region in the simulation domain are
readable in Mathematica™ for further analysis. Additionally,
geometrical data of a resultant 3-D microstructure at an arbi-
trary time is extracted for visualization in graphical tool, e.g.,
POV-Ray.

B. Exposure Simulation

The exposure simulation that calculates dose distribution in
resist is composed of X-ray lithography components: the SR
source, beamline filters, and the multiple stage system. The dose
is defined as the amount of X-ray energy absorbed per unit
volume and relates to the resist solubility into a developer [13],
[14]. So the dose calculation should take into account the SR
spectrum, X-ray transmission through filters and the X-ray mask
membrane, photon absorption in resist, and also account for the
X-ray mask movement on the multiple stage system.

Here, we introduce the plane corresponding to the initial resist
surface as - plane, and the resist depth from the surface (

) down to the bottom as . In case of 3-D X-ray lithography
techniques including , dose has a variation not only in

direction but also in the - plane. Then at a specific point on
the resist surface , the dose “ ” as a function
of can be expressed as [15], [16]

(1)
where

: wavelength;
: effective exposure time determined in ac-

cordance with X-ray mask trajectory;
: stored electron beam current;

: photon flux spectral distribution through
per unit area;

: conversion factor from photon to energy
units;
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: absorption coefficient per unit length of
the resist at depth ;

, : transmission coefficients of filter and
X-ray mask membrane .

More accurate descriptions of the SR source, photon flux cal-
culation, and the dose calculation will not be discussed in this
paper (see in [6] and [15]).

C. Development Simulation

The development simulation, calculates the resist dissolution
process based on the results of exposure simulation, and re-
lies on the Fast Marching Method. This simulation technique
will be discussed in detail in the following chapter. In order
to calculate the 3-D dissolution process only on the demanded
simulation domain sizes, an “adaptive refinement” technique
for fast marching method was developed. This technique al-
lows us to overcome memory restrictions and improve compu-
tational speed. In case of finite difference method (FDM) and
finite element method (FEM), refinement is done for the whole
mesh of the simulation domain before calculation. With the fast
marching method in contrast, the adaptive refinement is done
locally in space and time while the resist dissolution process is
being calculated. Thereby, X3D made it possible to simulate re-
alistic MEMS devices of sizes in the order of mm on a standard
engineering workstation, e.g., the simulation of a domain size of

with a minimum detail
size of 0.5 in 6 h. The detailed discussion of X3D capability
and framework are communicated in a separate publication [11].

III. MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR DEVELOPMENT SIMULATION

A. Physical and Mathematical Principles

At any point of development time in the lithography develop-
ment process, the interface between developer and undeveloped
resist is defined as a boundary. The dose distribution is defined
as a function of position by (1) and the resist dissolution rate is
defined as a function of dose. From these relations, the dissolu-
tion rate is defined as a function of position and the developer-re-
sist interface propagation is dominated by this dissolution rate.
If there is a dose distribution only perpendicular to the surface
(i.e., this is the case for conventional DXRL), the dissolution
front moves perpendicularly only. On the other hand, if there
is also a lateral dose gradient (i.e., in case of 3-D X-ray lithog-
raphy), the dissolution rate vector of the front is not perpendic-
ular to the initial surface anymore; namely the dissolution front
tends to move faster to the higher dose direction. The problem
posed is how to model the propagation of the dissolution front
and predict its profile and position at any moment in the devel-
opment process.

Apart from the development simulation in X-ray lithography,
various etching and development simulation techniques have
been reported such as “marker/string methods [17]” and “cell
removal methods [18]” adapted for anisotropic etching and
photo resist development. However there are some drawbacks
for these methods when applied to the 3-D X-ray lithography
techniques. For example, the marker/string method suffers
from instability and topological limitation because it cannot

take into account the nature of the dissolution front that once
a point is crossed by the dissolution front, it remains crossed
(i.e., the dissolution front always moves “one-way”). In case of
the cell removal methods, a larger number of cells are required
to obtain the same simulation accuracy since the approximation
to the dissolution front propagation through cell volume is
relatively rough. Additionally, calculation of geometric prop-
erties of the dissolution front such as curvature are inaccurate.
In order to address the complicated modeling situation of

and perform the simulation accurately, we adopted
the fast marching method which has following advantage in
development simulation.

B. Level Set Method and Fast Marching Method

There are two numerical techniques to track a moving of 3-D
structures interface, “Level Set Method” and “Fast Marching
Method,” introduced by Sethian [12]. These techniques cover a
wide range of applications including problems of optics, seis-
mology, path planning, robotic navigation, and fluid mechanics.
Although they are fundamentally “different approaches” to
address the problem of moving interface tracking, a common
theory and numerical methodology are utilized in terms of
moving interface tracking. The Level Set Method is developed
for problems where an interface moves forward in some places
and backward in others. The Fast Marching Method is designed
for problems where an interface always moves in one direction,
either forward or backward. Due to this constraint, the Fast
Marching Method is significantly faster and computationally
cheaper than the Level Set Method. Development process has
the property that the resist dissolution front always moves
“one-way.” In other words, resist always dissolves and cannot
be deposited. For this reason, the Fast Marching Method was
applied to our problem.

C. Fast Marching Propagation

Before starting with the explanation of the Fast Marching
propagation, we introduce some symbols associated to the dis-
solution front tracking.

: arrival time of dissolution front at either grid points;
: the simulation domain, normally or ;

and
:

dissolution front and initial dissolution front (i.e.,
initial resist surface), respectively.

: scalar dissolution rate, only defined on the dissolu-
tion front;

: spatial dimension, normally either 2 or 3.
1) Equation of the Resist Dissolution Front: In the fast

marching method, the gradient operator takes a central role to
calculate the dissolution front propagation. Given the scalar
dissolution rate that depends on the local position and a
suitable gradient definition, the Fast Marching algorithm can
construct a solution which satisfies (2)

(2)

Here, is the initial location of dissolution front. Note that the
dissolution rate will only be evaluated on and therefore
needs to only be defined on . This is the main reason why the
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Fig. 3. (a) Example of triangular element and the linear interpolation of the field T on the element: the number 0, 1, 2 are node and T , T , T are the values at
the nodes. (b) shows the element for the three-dimensional case.

fast marching method is computationally cheaper for the resist
dissolution problem than the level set method.

2) Front Propagation Algorithm: The fast marching method
classifies grid points in the simulation domain into three groups:
“known” points, “active” points and “unknown” points. The
“known” points are points at which the values are known.
The “active” points are points that are not yet known, but are
the neighbors of the “known” points. All remaining points are
categorized as “unknown” points. Namely, these are the points
in the resist except for the interface. The following algorithm
changes these “unknown” points first to “active” and eventually
to “known” points.

Input: Dissolution rate on the interface
and the points defining the initial re-

sist surface .
Output: Arrival time at every grid
point in .
Procedure:
Step 1. Define the grid points at the re-
sist surface and the adjacent area in the
resist.
Step 2. Set for the grid point cor-
responding to the resist surface, and name
the grid points of as “known”.
Step 3. All the neighbors of are given
initial estimate values for by solving
(2), and named “active”.
Step 4. Set (i.e., sufficiently
large value) for all remaining grid points
and name as “unknown”.
Step 5. For all the neighbors of “active”
that are not “known,” do 5.1, 5.2, and
5.3.
5.1 Among all the “active” points, ex-
tract the point A with the minimum arrival
time , and name this point as “known”.
5.2 All the neighbors of A of “unknown”
are renamed from “unknown” to “active.”
5.3 Calculate the value of at all “ac-
tive” neighbors of A by solving (2).

Step 6. If all the grid points become
“known”, or the smallest value of known
point is greater than some time hold, then
stop. Otherwise go to Step 5.

D. Triangulated Fast Marching Update Scheme in X3D

1) Triangulated Fast Marching Method: The nature of the
development simulation asks for adaptive refinement of dis-
cretization elements. Large areas of uniform dose deposition
can be modeled with very few elements, while sharp contrasts
along edges and corners demand a very high number of elements
to model e.g., edge round-off. Adaptive refinement on a sim-
plex-based (3-D: tetrahedral-based) algorithm is inherently sim-
pler than on higher order elements. For this reason we abandon
the classical Fast Marching Method [12] and use a triangulated
update scheme.

Even though a triangulated update scheme by Sethian for 2-D
exists [12], there is none for 3-D. The 2-D triangulated scheme is
based upon trigonometric considerations and relies on trigono-
metric functions to solve (2). An extension to 3-D is doable, but
computationally expensive and has not been presented so far.
For these reasons, we applied methods of FEM to solve (2) and
found an explicit solution which consists of simple arithmetic
expressions only.

2) FEM-Like Gradient Approximation: In order to solve (2),
we should consider the gradient operator on within a trian-
gulated element constructed by adaptive refinement. Then we
introduce a FEM-like gradient approximation using a linear La-
grange interpolation. In FEM, the simulation domain is divided
into many small regions called finite elements, which are trian-
gles or rectangles, and the value of inside point of a finite el-
ement is interpolated from the values on the nodes and on the
edge of the finite element.

For example, in 2-D the three-node triangular element shown
in Fig. 3(a) is specified by the location of its three corner nodes
on the - plane. The nodes are labeled 0, 1 and 2 in counter-
clockwise direction. The location of the corners are defined by
their Cartesian coordinates: for 0, 1, and 2. Let ,

and be the values at nodes 0, 1, 2, respectively. Consid-
ering the linear Lagrange interpolation over the triangular do-
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main, the interpolation function that represents the values at
point is represented as

(3)

where the weights for , 1, 2 is called triangular coor-
dinates in the FEM

(4)

We use the cyclic notation between , , and :

when , then and ;
when , then and ;
when , then and .

The construction of the linear Lagrange interpolation for vari-
ables in 3-D follows the same way as in the 2-D. In the 3-D case,
the element is a tetrahedron as indicated in Fig. 3(b). As there
are four vertices, the matrices of (4) become 4 4 matrices. Let

for , 1, 2, 3 are the coordinates of the
element nodes 0, 1, 2, 3. And let , , and are the values
at nodes 0, 1, 2 and 3, respectively

(5)

The cyclic notation between , , , and is

when , then , and ;
when , then , and ;
when , then , and ;
when , then , and .

For the linear Lagrange interpolation in case of dimensions,
the generalization of (3) and (5) can be written as

(6)

Then, the gradient of (6) is given as

(7)

3) General Solution for Arrival Time : Now, we extend (7)
to the triangulated fast marching method. Equation (2) is further
evaluated to the following:

(8)

Inserting (7) into (8) yields the condition

(9)

Since the interpolation is piecewise linear, its derivative is piece-
wise constant. Therefore we may substitute the derivative by a
constant: . In other words, denotes the weight
of the th vertex, and then

(10)

The goal is to update the value of using remaining ,
since is “active” and are “known” in the front propa-
gation algorithm. By solving (10), the general, physically mean-
ingful solution for is given for the first time

(11)

Note that, (11) is valid for dimensions and free of trigono-
metric and computationally expensive functions. Based on (11),
the adaptive refinement fast marching method for X3D com-
putes in 3-D space ( ). Once the arrival time at the
simplices’ vertices are computed, (5) provides the Lagrange in-
terpolated arrival time for any point in space. Contouring the
volume through an arbitrary time provides the respective devel-
opment front.

IV. SYSTEM VALIDATION AND DISCUSSION

A. Stairs-Like Dose Deposition Pattern

To demonstrate a system validation of the developed X3D, a
“stairs-like” dose deposition pattern shown in Fig. 4 was chosen.
Despite of the dose deposition pattern’s geometrical simplicity,
both necessity and validity of X3D which takes into account
“local properties” discussed in 3.1, i.e., a dose distribution in
resist and a resist dissolution direction, to calculate correctly the
3-D dissolution process are clearly shown. The unique feature
of the stairs-like pattern can be understood as follows. As shown
in Fig. 5, the dissolution front moves faster in areas of high
dose than in areas of low dose. Where the high and low dose
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Fig. 4. (a) The X-ray mask pattern. (b) The X-ray mask movement pattern of the “stairs-like” dose deposition pattern. (c) The deposited dose given byM DXL.
In Fig. 4(c), I and II show the dose deposited by the corresponding phases I and II in Fig. 4(b).

Fig. 5. (a) shows the dose profile deposited by M DXL and (b) shows the
dissolution direction and rounded off edge. In this development process, the
dissolution direction is affected by the dose distribution in resist.

regions meet, a step is formed. Since development is isotropic,
the exposed sidewall is also subject to dissolution. This leads
to rounding of corners and sidewall inclination. If a simulation
system does not consider this local dissolution phenomenon, the
obtained result becomes unreliable, i.e., the sidewall shape is
vertical and the rounded off corner is not obtained.

The stairs-like pattern was deposited into the resist (PMMA:
Poly-methylmethacrylate, CLAREX with 1.0 mm thickness
commercialized by Nitto Jushi Kogyo Co., Ltd.) surface using
an X-ray mask with a window width of 50 and a mask move-
ment of 30 by . For the experiment and simulation,
a dose of 1 corresponding to a net X-ray dose of 9.61

onto the PMMA was deposited. To develop exposed

Fig. 6. Experimental dissolution rate as a function of dose.

PMMA samples, GG-developer (15 vol% DI water, 60 vol%
2-(2-butoxyethoxy)ethanol, 20 vol% tetrahydro-1-4-oxazine
and 5 vol% 2-aminoethanol) is used at a temperature of 39
with a magnetic stirrer. The following results and discussion are
based on the simulation parameters summarized in Table I. The
experimental dissolution rate as a function of dose shown in
Fig. 6 was used which was extracted in a dedicated experiment
series [19].

B. Simulation and Experimental Results

The exposure simulation results generated by X3D in Fig. 7
illustrate the dose profile in PMMA at three different locations
on the sample with irradiation doses of 2.0, 6.0, and 8.0 .
Solid lines in Fig. 7 represent the results directly derived from
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TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Fig. 7. 3-D image of dose distributions (a) and simulated dose profiles (b) in
PMMA with deposited dose of 2.0, 6.0, and 8.0 A � min. Continuous lines in
(b) represent the results derived from (1).

Fig. 8. Simulation result with a development time of 120 min.

(1). This indicates that X3D correctly calculates the beamline
effects (windows, filters, scanning, and X-ray mask movement)
and X-ray absorption in the resist. The calculated dose distri-
butions are accurate. Fig. 8 shows the development simulation
result with development time of 120 min.

Fig. 9 shows the experimental result with a development time
of 120 min. It should be emphasized that the sidewall shape was
not vertical and the corner was rounded off in both Figs. 8 and 9.

Fig. 9. Experimental result with a development time of 120 min.

Fig. 10. Comparison of simulation results to measurements with development
times of 30, 60, 90, 120, and 240 min.

This result is attributed to the local dissolution phenomena. The
simulation results were evaluated further by comparing with the
measured development profiles. Fig. 10 shows the measured re-
sults and the development profile extracted from the simulated
data of X3D for a sequence of development times. As mentioned
above, the same phenomenon of increase in edge roundness was
observed both in the experiments and the simulation results. For
the first time these 3-D dissolution phenomena from both ana-
lytical simulation and experiment are demonstrated.

However, the simulation results slightly deviate from the
measurements. There was no significant difference between
X3D’s calculated dose profile and that obtained by an analytical
approach. The accuracy of the triangulated Fast Marching up-
date scheme was also confirmed through a comparison between
the calculated results from the X3D development module and
those of the analytical approach with the same given flat dose
profile. Hence the largest remaining factor is our formulation of
the dissolution rate . This suggests that the dissolution rate are
either not precise enough or the straight forward translation of
dose to dissolution rate is inadequate. This matter is discussed
in the next section.

C. Discussion

1) Precision of the Experimental Dissolution Rate: In our
previous work [20], the accuracy of the measured dissolution
rate as a function of dose shown in Fig. 6 was verified through
two experiments under the same experimental condition sum-
marized in Table I without X-ray mask movement (i.e., DXRL).
Fig. 11(a) shows the dependency of developed depth on devel-
opment time with an X-ray dose of 7.9 (corresponds
to a top dose of 1468 ), and Fig. 11(b) shows the depen-
dency of developed depth on deposited dose (top dose range:
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Fig. 11. (a) Dependency of developed depth on development time with a deposited dose of 7.9A �min and a corresponding 3-D image of X3D with development
time of 120 min. (b) Dependency of developed depth on deposited dose with development time of 120 min and the corresponding 3-D image of X3D with a
deposited dose of 4.0 A � min.

186 to 1859 ) with development time of 120 min. In
these experiments, the maximum aspect ratio was 0.04. Ac-
cording to the verification experiments, the experimental dis-
solution rate had good accuracy with a dose of around 1400

. On the other hand, the dissolution rate at higher doses
than 1400 (high-dose region) was slightly lower than the
actual one, and the dissolution rate at lower doses (low-dose re-
gion) was slightly higher than the actual one. Therefore, the de-
veloped depth at the high dose region from the position 30 to 50

(i.e., 8.0 ) in Fig. 10 is calculated lower than experi-
ments. Also, the relative error between experimental and actual
dissolution rate ( ) tended to increase with decreasing
in dose. As a consequence of the observed dissolution rate be-
havior and the developed depth calculated by time-integration
of the dissolution rate, the difference between simulation and
measurement is increasing with time. This is because the front
advances into regions of low-dose range where the dissolution
rate is assumed too high.

2) Additional Parameters Describing Resist Dissolu-
tion: Investigations in X-ray lithography concerning the
development process indicate that it is difficult to determine the
relationship of dissolution rate and deposited dose only based
on one curve chart as shown in Fig. 6. In reality, the relationship
of dissolution rate and deposited dose is influenced by a large
number of parameters related to chemical reaction at the liquid
(GG-developer) – solid (PMMA) interface, e.g., the PMMA
molecule weight, developer temperature, and the development
apparatus [21]. In the case of our development process with
a magnetic stirrer, the transport of material by convection
supplementarily contributes to the dissolution rate [22], [23].
Development of exposed resist requires the dissolution of
PMMA fragments at the interface, as well as the transport of
these fragments out of the feature and away from PMMA. This
means that the local development rate should then be calculated
taking into account the local fragment concentration at many
points along the dissolution front [7].

In X3D, the local dissolution rate at the front described by the
relationship “dissolution rate as a function of dose” is a function
of only one parameter. The observed results shown in Fig. 10
suggest that difference between the simulation results and mea-
surements cannot be explained by sole integration of an error
along time. The discrepancy between simulation and measure-
ment could result from ignoring the weaker dependencies of

the dissolution rate on secondary effects. Such secondary ef-
fects are diffusion and convection of resist fragments in a devel-
oper. The fact that variation of 8% in the developed depth (for
the same development time) was observed on the stairs-like pat-
tern with a number of identical experiments also supports this
consideration.

Therefore, two main points are identified to get a more
accurate prediction of the development profile with progressing
development time. First, it is required to more accurately
determine the dissolution rate, especially in the low-dose
region. Second, for more sophisticated 3-D microstructures,
the dissolution process in the development simulation should
take into account diffusion and convection of resist fragments
in the developer as described above. Improvement of the
development module of X3D implementing these two points
is future work.

V. CONCLUSION

We have developed a new simulation system covering the
complete process of . From the comparison of simu-
lation results to measurements of the stairs-like dose deposition
pattern by , we confirmed the validity of our simulation
tool X3D in predicting 3-D microstructures. Although there is
the slight disagreement with experiments on stairs-like pattern
by , X3D reached a state where it can simulate 3-D mi-
crostructures and complement difficult experimental work on

technique. In future work, we intend to more precisely
quantify dissolution rate as a function of dose in the currently
inaccurate dose region. Also, we intend to improve the develop-
ment module of X3D by taking into account the diffusion and
convection of resist fragments in developer.
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